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Abstract 
Child and youth literature is a transition literature in terms of both literature education and having the habit of reading. 
The aims of transition literature are to prepare young’s to adult literature and make them good readers. Texts of Child 
and Youth literature are used in classroom as course material especially in language and literature courses, apart from 
reading literary books in another course for another purpose. It is quite hard to catch young and teenagers’ attention and 
keep this attention in today’s world of multi-communication age. Therefore, the needs or interests of target group play 
a definite role in choosing texts. Hence child literature texts which address the world of target group and which keep 
their attention are required. Child crime and detective novel or story, which is another type in child literature, has 
always appealed to young’s and teenagers. Multi-communication tools also support that idea. In this study, child 
detective texts that can be used as a course material in language, reading and literature has been evaluated and as they 
can be adapted to classroom use in courses, some sample course materials are suggested. The student between fourth 
grade and eighth grade are considered as target group.  
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1. Introduction 
In schools, literature education aims to explain or inform generally the writers according to the 
culture it belongs, the literature and literary history. For this reason, they seem like information mass in an 
encyclopedic style. But, the precedence aim of the literature education lessons should be wide spreading 
and causing people to love reading. Also, for this, there are some kinds of transition levels dependent upon 
the contemporary groups. In this concept, it is possible to say that the reading act starts from the infancy at 
the mother’s bosom with singing lullabies and telling simple stories. And also, it can be said that this period 
open to all the stimulations, attracts the children’s attention with the visual and auditory expressions. When 
the possibilities presented by the contemporary mass media, were also taken into consideration, it is seen 
that there are expressions conveyed through extremely rich and very different visual, auditory and 
electronic channels in front of the children. In the context of literature, it can be put forward that for a child, 
both main needs like eating and drinking and also, experiences and factors like play and fairy tales have a 
vital importance. After the stories presented by the mass media and got the knowledge picked up by 
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listening, in the concept of the pressed books, firstly, the books consist on e word and then literary 
materials belong to the preschool periods like illustrated stories come in order. Finally, the children pass to 
their reading process after the process of listening simple† and short stories in a style said to be literary in 
elementary school period. 
 
    As it is seen, the reading act process starting at the elementary school period can be improved by 
supporting various possibilities presented in school or out. According to Dahrendorf : 
 
“At first, modern literature can not provide the transition to youth and children. For this, it needs to benefit 
from the children and juvenile literature which is a transition process in the concept of reading act .With its 
this function, children and juvenile literature is like a kind of “bridge” (Dahrendorf 1985, p:29).  
 
The most important possibility that can be supported and benefited with the concept of school and 
out school process can be said to be the children and juvenile literature texts. According to Darhendorf, the 
place of the children and juvenile literature is indisputable in terms of evaluating free and amusement 
times. On the other hand, at present, electronic media is in the place of favorite texts or fiction for the 
young. With the effect of these developments, a shape and function transformation has started in the 
juvenile literature (Ewers 1995, p: 257). In this sense, it can be benefited not only from the children and 
juvenile literature texts, but also from their adaptations and transfer in electronic environment like film, 
graph, image, sound…etc. From all these perspectives and opinions, if we try to make a definition, the 
definition can be like that children and juvenile literatures are multimedia like all manners of graph, 
pictures, sounded. the children and youth perceived and text types like book, journals…etc. In the children 
and juvenile literature, there are so many sub-literary types like in adult literature and one of them is the 
child youth detective type, which is our study’s subject. 
 
2. Children and Youth Detective Type 
 
 The topic of study, police or detective‡ child books are the sub-types§ that we can classify like “detective 
story/ novel” and “police story/novel” in the child literature we mentioned above. This type called like 
detective in our literature is defined like “choosing the subjects related with the police interest area” 
(Püsküllüoğlu, 2005, p: 793). Detective novel is defined as fascinating novel type, where the police is the 
protagonist, and taking its topic from the events the police interested in like theft, murder, espionage, purse-
snatching (Püsküllüoğlu, 2005). In the Turkish language and literature encyclopedia, mostly a police or a 
detective defines it”. In context of detective novel, H. Gezer add the reader to writing the knot process and 
define the detective novel as the type shaped around the mysterious puzzle (Gezer2006). M. Karakuş takes 
the attention to the differences made in literary science between police and detective novel (Karakuş, 2008). 
M. Yener support** the necessary for the fiction in the police and detective child novel to be written with 
the descriptions suitable to the youth and children without causing trauma and being created savagery 
images and without encouraging violence emotions by focusing on the target mass (Yener2008). 
  
 
† It should be understood from the “simple” word, the literary work which is not at the level of adults. In child and juveniye literature, the 
relativity criterion is mentioned from the pre-school period. According to this, the text should be simple with its sentences and simple structure 
consisted from subject and verbs, and the pictures addressing to the age groups 
‡ It comes from the Latin verb “detegere” find, and solve 
§ Police is generally mentioned as “krimi” in German. The literature of it called “kriminalliteratur”. Detective stories or novels can be defined like 
the sub-type of the type, but the police and detective concepts are diffirent from each other (Karakuş,2008). 
** It should be the most prominent feature differentiates the child-youth police type and the police writings in adult literature. And also, In child –
youth police type especially in detective novels, the child and youth generally help a detective or a police as a helper figure or provide the issue to 
be solved on their own in a little friend group. In this sense, Enid Blyton serials, translated to our language named “ The Secret Seven” and “The 
Famaus Five”, are the texts tell about a friend group’s detective adventures in this style. Without no doubt, the classic and the most prominent 
example of this type is Scherlock Holmes. 
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     From the descriptions made above, it is possible to summarize the child and juvenile detective type like 
that “It is police or detective narrations, providing the equating as young and child characters or mostly the 
protagonist, trying to solve the secret events like a game and in an adventure mode and having fun while 
solving a secret event without creating violence, savage…etc., shortly suitable to the children and youth. 
After this short concept explanation and definition attempt, it will need to mention the historical 
development of detective type. In this context, the “detective literature” concept will be used to talk about 
all the detective type writings. 
 
2.1. Historical Literature’s Short Past 
 
To understand the children and youth detective type’s development, there is a benefit to talk about 
the detective type’s historic literature development, firstly in the context of adult literature, even very 
shortly and superficially. In terms of literature, the source for the children and youth detective type is the 
detective literature in general concept. It can be said that the first examples of the detective type in child 
and juvenile literature, taking its first examples from the adult literature by adaptations, are gained again 
with the adaptations from the adult literature. A.I.C. Dolye’s “Sherlock Holmes” serial is the main well-
known example of this. We can observe the police and detective novels special to children were written in 
21.th century. 
 
After the Habil and Kabil’s story, which is an archaic example, up to date, The Edgar Allan Poe’s 
“The Murders In The Rue Morgue” story written in 1841 is showed as the first example of this type (Gezer 
2006). In the work supposed to be the fist detective story, the hero†† who is a detective, tries to solve the 
issue with the help of logic and possibilities. With this aspect, It thought to be passed to the symbolism 
from romantics (www.vikipedia). In German literature, in the sense of detective literature, the Friedrich 
Schiller’s (1759-1805) “The Criminal Of Lost Honour”(1786) named work is seen. There is a need also to 
think of François Gayot de Pitival(1673-1743) from the French literature, along with F. Schiller.In the 
romantics period which was effective in 18th century’s end and at 19th century’s beginning, the detective 
type showed itself among the extraordinary literary types like horror, science fiction and fantastic…etc. The 
first examples were arisen‡‡ in the stories of writers like E.T.A Hoffman, E.A.Poe. Inspired by Edgar Allan 
Poe, the British writer Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle (22 May 1859-7 July 1930) wrote the “Sherlock 
Holmes” (1887) serial, which is the classic and may be the most prominent example of this type and gained 
this serial to the world literature. Finally this work is perceived also by children and youth and adapted to 
them too. In German literature, the writer of the child books called classic books today, Erich Kästner’s 
work called “Emil and the Detective” (1929) is seen in 1930’s and its biggest difference from the other 
detective examples mentioned above, is its being thought and written especially for the children. In 20th 
century, examples of children- youth detective type serial books started to be seen in child and juvenile 
literature. Among these, child and youth books writer Enid Bliyton’s works “The Secret Seven” and “The 
Famous Five” are child-youth detective novels written for children and youth as serial books.  Agatha 
Christie from adult literature is the classic example of this type, and both book and film or cartoon 
adaptations were done and perceived§§ by the youth. 
 
 
 
 
††With  the “Chevalier Auguste Dupin” character E.A.Poe is accepted to create the first detective.(Gezer2006) 
‡‡Along whith E.A.Poe, Emile Gaboriau (1832-1873), Artur Conan Doyle (1859-1930), Maurice Leblanc (1864-1941), Gaston Leroux (1868-
1927), Pierre Souvestre (1874-1914) ve Marcel Allain (1885-1969), Marcel Allain (1885-1969) ile Pierre Souvestre (1874-1914), are counted 
among the founders of police type (Gezer 2006). 
 
§§ The police literature works and adult literature evaluated in the frame of child and juvenile literature, or grasped by child and youth were 
mentioned. For this reason,there are countless police literature works not mentioned yet. But, in 1980’s the Patrick Süskind’s “Das Parfüm” 
named story (1985) and Akif Pirinçci’s work named “Felidae” (1989) are the unsual postmodern detective and murder novels blazing a trail. 
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2.2 The Turkish Detective Literature’s Development 
 
         It will be essential to talk detailed generally about Turkish detective literature, because the studies and 
researches are found in limited numbers in the sense of Turkish detective literature. The entrance of the 
detective novel to the Turkish literature is towards the end of 19th century. The first detective novel 
translated to our language is the book of French writer Ponson de Terrail named “Dramas Of Paris”. Ahmet 
Münif translates this work in 1881 (Gezer 2006). However, in Turkish literature, it can be said*** that 
Ahmet  Mithat Efendi’s (1844-1912) novel named  “Esrâr-ı Cinayet”(1884) is the first example of detective 
literature in ours. Novel named “Cani mi? Masum mu?” (1901), appearing afterwards, belongs to the first 
Arsen Lüpen††† translator Fazlı Necip. Yervant Odyan Efendi’s work named “Abdülhamit and Sherlock 
Holmes” (1912), Ebüssüreyya Sami’s story serials named “Amanvermez Avni” (1913), Hüseyin Nadir’s 
serial named “Fakabasmaz Zihni” (1922-1928), Peyami Safa’s “The Adventures of Cingöz Recai” (1924-
1928)‡‡‡ character written with the name of “Server Bedi”, all of these can be considered as the beginning 
of the 20th century’s Turkish detective literature examples (Gezer 2006; 33-34). 
 
   In 1930’s Cemil Cahit’s “Kız Şeytanlar”, “Kan İçen Hortlar”, Feridun  Hikmet Es’s “İki Cinayet 
Gecesi”, Tahsin Abdi Göksingöl’s “12 Kadının Esrarı”, Süleyman Çapanoğlu’s “Milyon Avcıları” and 
Rıza  Çavdarlı’s “Müthiş Katil Landuru” novels and the  Yılmaz Ali serial with Vala Nurettin created at the 
same year; are the period’s  detective style writers§§§. Hüseyin Rahmi Gürpınar’s work named “Kesik Baş” 
(1942) is one of the most prominent works in detective type. Erhan Bener’s “Sisli Yaz”(1984); Çetin 
Altan’s “ Rıza Bey’in Polisiye Öyküleri”(1985); Pınar Kür’s “Bir Cinayet Romanı”(1989) and Ümit 
Kıvanç’s  “Bekle Dedim Gölgeye”(1989); Mehmet Eroğlu’s  “Issızlığın Ortasında”(1984), “Geç Kalmış 
Ölü”(1984) and “Yarım Kalan Yürüyüş”(1986) are the examples of political detective novels (Gezer 2006, 
37). 
      
              As coming towards the present time, it is possible ton say that the literature lives its golden age of 
the detective type with the amount of the works and their qualities called good. Some of them**** are Levent 
Aslan “Karanlığın Gözleri (1991), Taner Ay “Marsyas’s Cesetleri”(1992), Erhan Bener “Gece Gelen 
Ölüm”(1992), Engin Gençtan “ Kırmızı  Kitap”(1993), and the work of Orhan Pamuk  named “Benim 
Adım Kırmızı”(1999) and he put the detective  fiction in the historical novel successfully. Finally, it needs 
to be Ahmet Ümit who is the most prominent one among the today’s detective writers. It is possible to 
classify in this type all the works of our investigator writer who has investigations and researches on 
detective literature. The work of him named “Sis ve Gece” was published in 1996 and got around (Gezer 
2006: 56). “Sultanı Öldürmek” (2012) which is a detective novel in the historical novel fiction and 
published at last, become the most current bestseller in today’s literature. 
 
     2.2.1. Child and Detective Novel 
 
      It can be mentioned about the child and youth detective literature as a subtype in Turkish child and 
youth literature, after a glance generally to the detective literature with Turkish detective literature. If it is 
 
***  The writer’s novels named “Hayret”(1844) and “Haydut Montari”(1887) are considered in the police literature type. 
††† He is a novel hero created by French writer Mourice Leblanc in the novels and stories ,on average 20, written between 1905-1935 
‡‡‡ He is the first police type hero adapted to the Turkish cinema also 
§§§  In 1940’s ,we can see the names like; Hamdi Varoğlu, Rıza Danişment Korok, Melek Z., İlhami Safa, İskender Fahrettin Sertelli, Ziya 
Çalıkoğlu, Mecdi Emiroğlu, Cahit Gündoğdu, Turhan Aziz Beler ve Faik Benlioğlu.In 1950’s , we can find these writers in this literature:Kemal 
Tahir, Afif Yesari, Ümit Deniz ve Aziz Nesin. 
****  In the concept of this study, some writers and their works were given as example . To give more examples: Osman Aysu “Havyar 
Operasyonu”, “Cellât romanları”, Piraye Sengel “Gölgesiz Bir Kadın” (1994), Murat Çulcu “Baykuşlar Vadisi” (1997), Ünal Bolad “Cinnet” 
(1998), Reha Mağden “Yazlıların Tableti” (1999), Armagan Tekdöner “Çırak” (1999). Osman Aysu “Havyar Operasyonu”, “Cellat romanları”, 
Piraye Sengel “Gölgesiz Bir Kadın” (1994), Murat Çulcu “Baykuşlar Vadisi” (1997), Ünal Bolad “Cinnet” (1998), Reha Mağden “Yazlıların 
Tableti” (1999), Armagan Tekdöner “Çırak” (1999). 
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paraphrased, the narration types or texts like child and youth police and detective stories, novels…etc., all 
of them can be called child and juvenile detective literature. 
 
     After the translation works in Turkish child and youth detective literature, The work can be called as 
first are the Peyami  Safa’s (1899-1961) books††††, published  firstly in 1924-1940 period,  named “Cingöz 
Recai Maceraları” signed by Server Bedi, in police- adventure type “Çekirge Zehra Maceraları” and 
“Kartal İhsan’ın Maceraları”. For long years, it has been extremely successful, in 2003 the last publications 
were made and as E. Yiğit said “it was the attention center” (Yiğit 2005). Together with these local 
publications, translated writings are extremely effective end they protect their places. The most beautiful 
examples for this are Agatha Christie’s works and   the Sherlock Holmes serials, started with French 
detective literature from the past to now and went on.  
 
Today, along with Gülsevin  Kral’s writings, named “Ablamı Nereye Kaçırdılar” (2005 Press 
Detective Novel Competition), “Gizli Formül Hangi Zarfta” (2007), “İstanbul’u  Çalıyorlar- Ömer 
Hepçözer Dedektiflik Bürosu” (2010); Mavisel Yener who writes child detective novels by suiting with 
Western serial customs, is  one of the most familiar  writers. Along with many child books published by 
Bilgi Press, there are serial writings of six books called “Dolunay Dedektifleri”: 
 
 
“Dolunay Dedektifleri 1- İz Peşinde (roman) (2007) 
Dolunay Dedektifleri 2- Dehşet Mektuplar (2012) 
Dolunay Dedektifleri 3- Mumya Dükkânı (2010) 
Dolunay Dedektifleri 4 - Korkunç Satranç (2009) 
Dolunay Dedektifleri 5- Ölüler Ormanı  (2010) 
Dolunay Dedektifleri 6- Yarasa Yarışları (2012) 
Dedektif Birce (2011)” 
               (www.antoloji.com ve ww. Bilgiyayınevi.com.tr) 
 
 
    In the frame of the availability of the child detective stories in literature education which is the 
topic of our study, it will be tried to present suggestions related to lesson applications with an example 
from Mavisel Yener’s, as a local and last area writer, child detective serial. Before presenting the 
suggestion, it should be mentioned shortly about the relationship among the child and youth literature and 
literature education. 
 
3. Literature Education 
 
When the literature education is mentioned, it should be understood the reading habit process or 
shortly the reading act which should improve from the simple to complex, from the first reading books to 
the complex literary child books. The main aim of literature education should be firstly to gain reading 
habit, and then to try creating a good literature reader by improving this habit. The main social aim of 
literature education should be spreading the discussed reading act process to all society and to increase the 
number of literature reader of good standing. N. Kuruyazıcı points to what can be gained to the students in 
their work life, by giving a conscious literature education in literature education. According to Kuruyazıcı: 
 
 
†††† The boks signed by Server Bedi, were published in 2003 by Damla Pres, and classifed like “Cingöz Recai Maceraları”, “Çekirge Zehra 
Maceraları” ve “Kartal İhsan Maceraları” by the pres. According to this ,”Cingöz Recai Maceraları” consists of 9 novel boks including 7 stories 
comprised from 47 stories. In “Çekirge Zehra maceraları” serial is a story book  constructed by 8 stories, “Kartal İhsan Maceraları” serial also 
comprise from two story boks,every book including 5 stories. 
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“The aim in literature lessons should be not to make students memorize the literature 
history information but should be developing the critical reading act with gaining the reading 
awareness and love. Teaching reading should be the prominent aim and function in literature 
education in Turkey”(Kuruyazıcı 1991:159). 
 
 
In the sense of reading act and spreading it, as also M. Dahrendorf support; “It need to benefited 
from the child and youth literature as a transition area or a kind of interregnum period. With this function, 
child and youth literature is seen like a kind of bridge” (Dahrendorf 1988: 29). In this context, It can be said 
that there is a transition from the first reading books to child literature and from child literature to the youth 
literature and then the last stage is adult literature. But As H.H. Ewer pointed out  “The lines between every 
one transition are transitive and can not be done certain age limitations (Ewers1993: 23). The place of the 
child and juvenile literature in lessons;  “can be evaluated as a rich source of materials while trying to know 
both the foreign one and the other in terms of target mass” (Tapan 1995: 156-158). In this context, it can be 
said the child detective stories or child detective literature among the child and youth literature types, are 
on the way to be a gripping field in our literature like it was at west. Child literature writers like Mavisel 
Yener and Gülsevin Kral have tended to this field in recent years. E. Yiğit (2005) studied on Peyami Safa’s 
books in terms of child literature and stated‡‡‡‡ that it can be used in Turkish teaching especially to students 
at the age of 9-13. 
 
 
3.1. The Examination of “Dolunay Dedektifleri” Example in Context of Literature Education 
 
In literature education in context of detective stories, it will be tried to make examinations on the 
availability in literature education, by pointing “Dolunay Dedektifleri –Mumya  Dükkanı”(2008) of  
Mavisel Yener publishing many serial-book in context of detective stories and being one of our last area 
child books writer. 
 
Mavisel Yener’s work named “Dolunay Dedektiflari-Mumya Dükkanı” published its first editon in 
2008 by Bilgi Press, consists of 176 pages and 37 parts. Consisting black and white little pictures in its 
parts, the book is in 19×11 dimensions. In the novel the place in which the event passed is our Mardin 
country. But Dolunay Dedektifleri come to Mardin from İzmir and Kaş. The writer makes comparison 
between these two countries, one of which is on West, the other on East, with the aspect of their natural 
beauties and history. And also it is mentioned about Syria as the place where the smugglers escaped with 
jewelry. The event in the novel is that Fırat character’s uncle “Bedo Armutçu” is lost and at the end of the 
novel the police finds him with the help of Dolunay Detectives. When the “Mumya Dükkanı” handled in 
term of speculation structure, a classical child detective story is seen. The kids undertake the detective role 
and the police manage to find out the two big smuggling event, the mummy inscription and jewelery 
smuggling with the help of the kids. Dolunay detectives date on with each other. The kids called “Dolunay 
Dedektifleri” are 5 kids; “Birce, Oğuz, Bilgecan and Ada” 
 
In terms of literature education this work, with all serial books can be both given as a reading list 
for extracurricular times or a part of it can be used in lessons. The interests of the children who are the 
target mass should have the priority while preparing lesson materials. In this frame, these activities can be 
applied in the class in the sense of text study: 
 
-Picture/Character Descriptions 
 
‡‡‡‡ Most of these works searched by Yiğit “is seen suitable for pre and secondary  school students by the Ministry of Education” (Yiğit 
2005:268). 
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-Finding Key Words 
-Dramatizing 
-Grammar Exercises 
 
 
 
In the context of picture, it can be asked to describe the pictures and drawings on parts including 
the cover picture or to write down what was undertood from the picture. The example of character 
description, for example: 
 
         Identify/Describe the “ Dolunay Dedektifleri”  
 
                  Birce:     ……………………. 
                  Ece:       ……………………... 
                  Oğuz:     …………………….. 
                  Bilgecan: ……………………. 
                  Ada:   ……………………… 
 
 
The other characters in the novel can be added to the character description activity, or asked to make 
character groups. For example; good –bad, adult-child, escaper-chaser…etc.. So, this type studies can 
provide to form certain reason and result relations and to classify the relations between characters of 
figures. 
 
At the key word activity, it can be asked to determine the words having the features of a kind of 
key word, in the frame of the text given to the target mass or it can be asked to make groupings related with 
the certain word types in a specific paragraph in the sense of grammar, for example: 
 
      -Circle the adjectives (verbs, nouns, prepositions, determiners…etc.) in the text 
 
 
Adjective matching can be done with character features by thinking the whole work. For example: 
 
 
 
Figures:    Features::  
                Good    bad      cute    angry    playful      honest      
Fırat:     …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Şehmus Bey:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Bedo Armutçu:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Doktor Hasan:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Gökhan Bey:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Murad:     …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Gabriel:     …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Mihail:     …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Mimar Davut:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Doktor Esat:   …    …        ….        …         …            …  
Bedir Armutçu:    …    …        ….        …         …            …  
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          With this kind of graphic style, simple and easy activities, language and text studies can be made like 
a game, without wandering the target mass attention and by handling their interest level at the best level. At 
the table above consisting the descriptions of novel characters, the adjective can be changed easily and 
developed with different word types. It can be benefited from the techniques used in creative writing 
studies, for example; finding a different title for a certain part, or writing a different last part to the novel or 
the part. In this context Zahide Torun (2011) handled the  work “Mummies’ Car” of Thomas Brezina the 
German child detective literature writer, with “Dolunay Dedektifleri-Mumya  Dükkanı” of Mavisel  
Yener’s work as a  comparision study in terms of literature education, and prepared  some texts, grammar 
and writing studies mentioned above as a German lesson model suggestion as a foreign language. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In modern sense, when detective literature talked, an average one hundred fifty years detective and 
police literature can be mentioned. As it is said at the beginning of the study, this literature type has a bit 
vision of countries and for this reason, it reflects to the literature world by ascertaining the police-detective 
and the wrongdoer groups coming out together in big countries from the 19th century when the big 
countries become bigger and bigger in complexity. This kind of literature type attracting the attention of the 
readers, is sometimes inflexible realistic as the crime’s seriousness, and sometimes come out with the 
ironic cute face of “Pink Panther”, and become a literature type catching attention with this lovely face in 
child and youth literature. In Turkish literature history, it is seen that this type comes to our literature with 
the help of translations, in Administrative Reforms period, and then after some original works, the main 
developments was with Peyami Safa. Although there are similar examples in the up coming years, after the 
1980’s is the area when it is started to rise. It can be said that especially today, A. Ümit’s detective novels 
are the bestsellers and in their glorious years. 
 
  The improvement of detective literature in adult literature is not seen successful in child and 
juvenile literature and gives the impact that it stands behind the foreign examples. But a few of our writers 
have moved to this area and have been able to product detective serials for the last ten years. At past, the 
most prominent name that we can include to this type was Peyami Safa. When we look from this frame, the 
feeling that our child book writers, in child and juvenile literature, can and should produce more writings, 
come out. The child and detective literature products improvement will create variety, which can be used in 
language and literature lessons. As it is mentioned about the benefits of this, the literary works attracting 
the attention of the target mass, the child and youth, should be used in lessons and also used in language 
and text studies. It will provide the target mass to study like a game with the reading text. 
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